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Abstract: Coordinated dispatch of plug-in electric vehicles (PEVs) with renewable energies has been proposed in recent years. However, it is difficult to achieve effective PEV dispatch with a win-win result, which not only optimizes power system operation, but also satisfies the requirements of PEV owners. In this paper, a multi-period PEV dispatch framework, combining day-ahead dispatch with real-time dispatch, is proposed. On the one hand, the day-ahead dispatch is used to make full use of wind power and minimize the fluctuation of total power in the distribution system, and schedule the charging/discharging power of PEV stations for each period. On the other hand, the real-time dispatch arranges individual PEVs to meet the charging/discharging power demands of PEV stations given by the day-ahead dispatch. To reduce the dimensions of the resulting large-scale, non-convex problem, PEVs are clustered according to their travel information. An interval optimization model is introduced to obtain the problem solution of the day-ahead dispatch. For the real-time dispatch, a priority-ordering method is developed to satisfy the requirements of PEV owners with fast response. Numerical studies demonstrate the effectiveness of the presented framework.
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1. Introduction

The real-time balance of power generation and load is the basis for maintaining power system security and stability. In traditional power systems, uncertainty was usually caused by stochastic load fluctuations, unexpected forced outages, etc., however, with the increasing public awareness of environmental problems, there appeared a sustained growth penetration of renewable energies. Their inherent volatility and uncertainty brought challenges to power system operation and planning [1]. It has become difficult to continue to use the traditional methods for maintaining balance of power generation tracking load fluctuation. With the advent of controllable loads, new controllable load tracking renewable energy modes are expected to be widely applied.

In the initial stage of plug-in electric vehicle (PEV) development, their disordered charging produced significant negative impacts on power system operation, such as distribution network losses [2], voltage level [3], three-phase load balance [4], transformer life [5] problems and so on. In fact, PEVs can share some similar characteristics with energy storage units, and for most PEVs, the time period when they could be connected to PEV charging stations is much longer than their required charging time [6]. Therefore, the selection of PEVs’ charging time is relatively flexible, and PEVs can
also be discharged moderately. Some research indicates that PEVs’ charging/discharging dispatch can not only reduce their negative impacts, but also help to ensure more secure and economic operation of power systems. Reference [7] proposes a technique to dispatch charging of PEVs to minimize their effect on the distribution system assets. In [8,9], methodologies are proposed to minimize energy losses by utilizing smart charging and discharging of PEVs. A novel layered and distributed framework is proposed for PEV dispatch to minimize the generation cost in [10], with stochastic wind power considered. A bidirectional charging control is proposed in [11] to manage power balance. Price competitive interactions between PEV charging stations and renewable power generations are analyzed in [12]. PEVs are adopted to improve energy quality in [13,14], and the proposed methods are capable of managing voltage and primary frequency, respectively. However, the above studies all depend on the premise that PEV owners are willing to participate in the dispatch. In the current stage, price signals might be adopted to attract PEV owners, but what they care about more is whether their travel demands can be satisfied firstly.

From the perspective of dispatch period, coordinated PEV dispatch can be divided into day-ahead dispatch [9,10,15,16] and real-time dispatch [11,14,17]. Day-ahead dispatch is obtained in a 24 h dispatch horizon based on predicted values of uncertain parameters. It can tolerate relatively long computation times, which can be suitable for obtaining a 24 h large-scale PEV dispatch plan. Nevertheless, accurate travel demands and plug-in information for a specific PEV cannot be well predicted in a day-ahead period, so it is quite difficult for the day-ahead dispatch to satisfy the requirements of individual PEV owners. In the real-time dispatch, each individual PEV is arranged based on their real-time conditions. Thus, by appropriate charging/discharging dispatch, PEVs’ travel demands could be satisfied when they unplug from charging stations. However, there still exist some problems. Firstly, due to the huge number of PEVs, it is difficult to assign charging/discharging behavior for each individual PEV with fast enough response for the real-time dispatch. Furthermore, the real-time dispatch always only focuses on its current period, but does not take the situations of prior periods or later periods into consideration, and thus is lacking a full picture. Multi-period dispatch combined with day-ahead dispatch and real-time dispatch could be a feasible solution to deal with the questions above, and has already been proposed in several studies [18,19], mainly for large-scale integration of renewable energies. On one hand, the day-ahead dispatch is used to obtain a 24 h horizon schedule for renewable energy integration. On the other hand, the real-time dispatch deals with the day-ahead prediction errors. In this paper, a framework for multi-period PEV dispatch is proposed to achieve a comprehensive system dispatch in the day-ahead period and satisfy each individual PEV’s travel demands in the real-time period.

Travel behavior of PEVs and wind power generation are both affected by many factors, which lead to their inherent uncertainty. In the present studies, wind power and PEVs’ uncertainty are usually described by assumed distributions, such as the Weibull distribution [20] or the multivariate normal distribution [21], and some optimization algorithms like probabilistic power flow [22] or cross entropy methods [23] are used for solving the stochastic optimization problems. However in fact, although their expected value and standard deviation could be estimated by certain means, no specific distribution can accurately describe their fluctuation and uncertainty. Nevertheless, it is much easier to obtain their distribution intervals accurately from some certain estimation techniques and system operators’ experiences. In this paper, predictive distribution intervals are used to describe the uncertainty of wind power and PEVs, and interval optimization algorithm is adopted to solve the day-ahead dispatch model. As for the real-time dispatch, a priority-ordering method is proposed to obtain appropriate dispatch in fast response with PEV owners’ requirements satisfied.

The main contributions of this paper are summarized below:

- An integrated framework for multi-period PEV dispatch which pursues a win-win result for both the power system and PEV owners is proposed.
- Interval optimization is adopted in the day-ahead dispatch.
A PEV-clustered model and a priority-ordering method are proposed to support the multi-period PEV dispatch.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, the framework for the multi-period PEV dispatch is developed. The problem formulations are presented in Section 3. Section 4 introduces the methods for solving the proposed models. Numerical studies are presented in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. The Proposed Multi-Period Dispatch Framework

As mentioned above, the day-ahead dispatch and the real-time dispatch have their own characteristics. In this paper, the day-ahead dispatch with a 24 h dispatch horizon and the real-time dispatch with PEV owners’ requirements satisfied are combined reasonably in the proposed framework, i.e., dispatch pursuing a win-win result for both the power system and PEVs is obtained. The proposed multi-period PEV dispatch framework is shown in Figure 1.

![Diagram of the proposed multi-period dispatch framework.](image)

**Figure 1.** The proposed multi-period dispatch framework.

High-penetration wind power in the power system is difficult to utilize due to its inherent uncertainty and excessive output during traditional load off-peak periods [24]. Therefore, in this work, the objective of the day-ahead dispatch is to make full use of high-penetration wind power and minimize the total load fluctuation in the distribution system in a 24 h dispatch horizon. PEVs are dispatched to charge in the period of wind power generation peaks or traditional load valleys, and vice versa, to discharge moderately. The day-ahead dispatch schedules the charging/discharging power of PEV stations for each period. It also gives the instructions followed by the real-time dispatch for assigning each individual PEV.
In the real-time period, each individual PEV connected to charging stations is dispatched to achieve the day-ahead plan. The real-time dispatch aims at strictly following the charging/discharging power demands of PEV charging stations from the day-ahead dispatch. A key point of the real-time dispatch is that the requirement of each individual PEV should be satisfied.

Each specific PEV has its unique travel demand and plug-in information. To satisfy the requirements of PEV owners, it’s necessary to know such information before the real-time dispatch. PEVs’ plug-in information like plug-in time $T_{\text{plug-in}}$, battery charging/discharging types $Type$ and required charging time $t_{\text{ev}}$ could all be scanned and obtained by the operator when they are plugging into PEV charging stations. However, it is different for their expected plug-out information. In order to satisfy the requirements of PEV owners, a manual demand reporting mode is needed. Once a PEV plugs into a charging station, its owner is required to provide its expected plug-out information, which includes the plug-out time $T_{\text{plug-out}}$ and expected state of charge $ESOC$.

It is worth noting that interval optimization is adopted in the day-ahead dispatch, and it can help guarantee the day-ahead dispatch is an executable one. As long as the day-ahead predictive intervals of uncertain parameters cover the real-time actual values, there exist appropriate charging/discharging assignments for each individual PEV in the real-time dispatch to achieve the day-ahead plan.

In addition, before the charging/discharging dispatch formulation and execution, some PEVs which do not meet the dispatch constraints should be removed. For example, if the required charging time of a PEV is longer than the time period it connects to the charging station, or a PEV owner does not voluntarily participate in the dispatch, that PEV should be removed from the coordinated dispatch.

3. Problem Formulations

3.1. The Day-Ahead Plug-In Electric Vehicles Model

Since the real-time dispatch follows the results of the day-ahead dispatch, to obtain an effective multi-period dispatch, it is necessary that the day-ahead dispatch be an executable one. To achieve that, an accurate day-ahead PEV prediction would be a prerequisite. For an individual PEV, its plug-in information and travel demand are affected by many factors, such as the owner’s intentions and traffic conditions. Its travel information can barely be well predicted in the day-ahead period. Fortunately, in contrast, the predictions of all PEVs’ travel information distribution are quite simple. If there are huge enough numbers of PEVs, like to typical day’s load distribution, a typical day’s PEV travel information distribution is relatively stable. Through statistical analysis, PEV travel information distributions of typical days with specific conditions (season, weather, etc.) can be obtained. Since travel requirements of PEV owners are similar to those of normal vehicle owners, the American National Household Travel Survey (NHTS) [6] was selected as the authoritative source to characterize the typical day PEV travel information distribution in this work, which includes the time when the first trip starts, the time when the last trip ends, and daily travel mileage. The plug-in time $T_{\text{plug-in}}$ (when the last trip ends) and plug-out time $T_{\text{plug-out}}$ (when the first trip starts) are modeled with normal distributions, and the daily travel mileage is modeled with a logarithmic normal distribution [25]. Fitting results are displayed in Equations (1)–(3). The required charging time $t_{\text{ev}}$ is shown in Equation (4). Besides, it is worth mentioning that the validity of the proposed multi-period dispatch relies on accurate predictions. Therefore, if this multi-period framework is utilized in reality, the day-ahead PEV distributions should be modeled through statistical analysis based on real data. The proposed framework and optimization algorithm are generic to the PEV models, irrelevant of the assumed distributions:

$$f_{\text{plug-in}}(x) = \begin{cases} \frac{1}{\sigma_{\text{in}} \sqrt{2\pi}} \exp\left(-\frac{(x+24-\mu_{\text{in}})^2}{2\sigma_{\text{in}}^2}\right) & 0 < x \leq \mu_{\text{in}} - 12 \\ \frac{1}{\sigma_{\text{in}} \sqrt{2\pi}} \exp\left(-\frac{(x-\mu_{\text{in}})^2}{2\sigma_{\text{in}}^2}\right) & \mu_{\text{in}} - 12 < x \leq 24 \end{cases}$$

(1)

where $\mu_{\text{in}}$ and $\sigma_{\text{in}}$ are fitting parameters. $\mu_{\text{in}} = 17.6$, $\sigma_{\text{in}} = 3.4$. 

$f_{\text{plug-out}}(x) = \begin{cases} 
\frac{1}{\sigma_{\text{out}} \sqrt{2\pi}} \exp\left(-\frac{(x-\mu_{\text{out}})^2}{2\sigma_{\text{out}}^2}\right) & 0 < x \leq \mu_{\text{out}} + 12 \\
\frac{1}{\sigma_{\text{out}} \sqrt{2\pi}} \exp\left(-\frac{(x-24-\mu_{\text{out}})^2}{2\sigma_{\text{out}}^2}\right) & \mu_{\text{out}} + 12 < x \leq 24 
\end{cases}$ \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $\mu_{\text{out}}$ and $\sigma_{\text{out}}$ are fitting parameters. $\mu_{\text{out}} = 9.24$, $\sigma_{\text{out}} = 3.16$.

$f_d(x) = \frac{1}{x\sigma_d \sqrt{2\pi}} \exp\left(-\frac{(\ln x - \mu_d)^2}{2\sigma_d^2}\right)$ \hspace{1cm} (3)

where $\mu_d$ and $\sigma_d$ are fitting parameters. $\mu_d = 3.2$, $\sigma_d = 0.88$.

$\tau_e = \frac{dW_{100}}{100p_{\text{ch}}\eta_{\text{ch}}}$ \hspace{1cm} (4)

where $W_{100}$ is PEVs' electric usage per 100 km; $p_{\text{ch}}$ is the charging power of an individual PEV; $\eta_{\text{ch}}$ is PEVs' average charging efficiency.

It is worth emphasizing that accurate predictions of all PEVs' travel information distribution are quite different from those of individual PEVs. In the day-ahead dispatch, none of the PEVs are identified. The results of the day-ahead dispatch are the charging/discharging power of each PEV station for each period, without consideration of any specified PEV.

3.2. The PEV-Clustered Model

Due to the rapid development of PEVs, their number could be very large in the future. For either day-ahead or real-time period, the dispatch model could become technically intractable due to the high dimensionality of the problem. The main idea of the PEV-clustered model is to aggregate PEVs with similar travel information into a plug-in electric vehicle aggregator (PEVA). To simplify the model, the number of PEVs in each PEVA is set identical.

In the day-ahead dispatch, for PEVs' predicted travel information, the clustering criterions mainly include their battery charging/discharging types $\text{Type}$, plug-in time $T_{\text{plug-in}}$, required charging time $\tau_e$ (or remaining quantity of electricity), plug-out time $T_{\text{plug-out}}$ and expected state of charge $\text{ESOC}$. PEVs with all these parameters similar are clustered into one PEVA. They will be considered as an integrated variable in the day-ahead dispatch model.

The charging power intervals of PEVAs without coordinated dispatch are obtained by a Monte Carlo sampling according to Equations (1)–(4). Through sampling the plug-in time $T_{\text{plug-in}}$ and required charging time $\tau_e$ of PEVs 10,000 times, a PEVA’s charging power’s expectation $\mu(t)$ and variance $\sigma^2(t)$ can be obtained. Charging power interval of a PEVA without coordinated dispatch is described as $[\mu(t) - \gamma \times \sigma(t), \mu(t) + \gamma \times \sigma(t)]$ in this work. Fluctuation factor $\gamma$ can be set by system operators. A higher $\gamma$ corresponding with a higher confidence level would lead to an interval covering more real-time PEVs. It is worth mentioning that different $\gamma$ can be selected for different PEVAs in practical dispatch. In this paper, a unified $\gamma$ is selected for simplification. If there are no special instructions, $\gamma$ is selected as 3 with the corresponding 99.7% confidence level. To simplify the model, discharging power of PEVs is assumed similar to charging power, without battery self-discharge into consideration. The specific discharging power intervals are not detailed.

3.3. The Day-Ahead Dispatch Model

Wind power is predicted to have high penetration in the power system in the near future. However, its generation peak period is always at midnight, which does not match with the peak period of traditional loads [24]. In order to avoid wind power curtailing, in the day-ahead dispatch, PEVs are dispatched to charge in the period of wind power generation peak or traditional load valley, and vice versa, to discharge moderately. The objective of the day-ahead dispatch model in this work is to make full use of wind power and minimize the fluctuation of total power in the distribution system:
\[
F_{\text{obj}} = \sqrt{\sum_{t=1}^{24} (P_{L,t} + P_{w,t} - \sum_{t=1}^{24} (P_{L,t} + P_{w,t})/24)^2}
\]

where:

\[
P_{L,t} = \sum_{j=1}^{n} P_{L,j,t}
\]

\[
P_{\text{ev},t} = \sum_{j=1}^{n} P_{\text{ev},j,t}
\]

\[
P_{\text{w},t} = \sum_{j=1}^{n} P_{\text{w},j,t}
\]

where \(P_{L,j,t}\), \(P_{\text{ev},j,t}\) and \(P_{\text{w},j,t}\) represent day-ahead predicted intervals of traditional load, PEV charging power and wind power generation at bus \(j\) at time \(t\), respectively, and \(n\) represents the number of distribution buses.

In this paper, intervals are used to describe the uncertain parameters of the distribution system, and interval optimization algorithm is adopted to solve the day-ahead dispatch model. Mathematically, an interval optimization problem can be formulated as Equations (9)–(11). Some specific introduction of the interval optimization algorithm is detailed in [26]:

\[
\min f(X, U)
\]

s.t.

\[
g_i(X, U) = [b_i^l, b_i^r]
\]

\[
g_i(X, U) \leq [c_i^l, c_i^r]
\]

where \(U\) is the decision vector; \(X\) is input interval vector; \([b_i^l, b_i^r]\) is the \(i\)th equality interval constraint; \([c_i^l, c_i^r]\) is the \(i\)th inequality interval constraint. In the day-ahead dispatch, the decision vector \(U\) represents the charging/discharging behavior of PEVs. It is noteworthy that it’s not an interval vector. Each PEV station’s charging/discharging power demand for each period is then obtained according to the dispatched PEVs’ charging/discharging behavior.

To make sure it can be an executable dispatch, both constraints of the distribution system [27] and PEVs [25] should be taken into consideration.

(1) Power flow equality constraints:

\[
\begin{align*}
P_{jk,t} - V_{j,t} \sum_{k=1}^{n} V_{k,t} (G_{jk} \cos \theta_{jk,t} + B_{jk} \sin \theta_{jk,t}) &= 0 \\
Q_{jk,t} - V_{j,t} \sum_{k=1}^{n} V_{k,t} (G_{jk} \sin \theta_{jk,t} - B_{jk} \cos \theta_{jk,t}) &= 0
\end{align*}
\]

where \(P_{jk,t}\) and \(Q_{jk,t}\) represent the active and reactive power intervals of branch \(jk\) at time \(t\), respectively. \(V_{j,t}\) and \(V_{k,t}\) represent the voltage magnitude intervals of bus \(j\) and \(k\) at time \(t\). \(G_{jk}\) and \(B_{jk}\) are the real part and imaginary part of the nodal admittance matrix. \(\theta_{jk,t}\) is the phase angle deviation interval of branch \(jk\).

(2) Apparent power constrains for distribution lines:

\[
P_{jk,t} \leq P_{jk}^{\text{max}}
\]

where \(P_{jk}^{\text{max}}\) is the maximum power value interval of branch \(jk\).
(3) Bus voltage constraints:
\[ V_{j}^{\text{min}} \leq V_{j,t} \leq V_{j}^{\text{max}} \] (14)
where \( V_{j}^{\text{min}} \) and \( V_{j}^{\text{max}} \) are the minimum and maximum voltage magnitude intervals at bus \( j \), respectively.

(4) Charging/discharging power constraints for PEVs:
\[ 0 \leq p_{\text{ch},t} \leq p_{\text{ch}}^{\text{max}} \times \xi_{\text{ch},t} \] (15)
\[ 0 \leq p_{\text{dch},t} \leq p_{\text{dch}}^{\text{max}} \times \xi_{\text{dch},t} \] (16)
where \( p_{\text{ch},t} \) and \( p_{\text{dch},t} \) are charging and discharging power of individual PEVs at time \( t \). \( p_{\text{ch}}^{\text{max}} \) and \( p_{\text{dch}}^{\text{max}} \) are their maximum values. \( \xi_{\text{ch},t} \) and \( \xi_{\text{dch},t} \) are binary variables for the identification flag of PEVs’ charging and discharging state at time \( t \). For example, \( \xi_{\text{ch},t} = 1 \) represents that it is in a charging state at time \( t \).

(5) Complementary constrains of charging/discharging states:
\[ \xi_{\text{ch},t} + \xi_{\text{dch},t} \leq 1 \] (17)

(6) Charging/discharging quantity equality constraints:
\[ \text{SOC}_{\text{ev},t+1} = \text{SOC}_{\text{ev},t} + p_{\text{ch},t} \times \eta_{\text{ch}} - \frac{p_{\text{dch},t}}{\eta_{\text{dch}}} \] (18)
where \( \text{SOC}_{\text{ev},t} \) is the state of charge of PEVs at time \( t \). \( \eta_{\text{ch}} \) and \( \eta_{\text{dch}} \) are PEVs’ average charging and discharging efficiency, respectively.

(7) Capacity constraints for PEV’s batteries:
\[ \text{SOC}_{\text{ev}}^{\text{min}} \leq \text{SOC}_{\text{ev},t} \leq \text{SOC}_{\text{ev}}^{\text{max}} \] (19)
where \( \text{SOC}_{\text{ev}}^{\text{min}} \) and \( \text{SOC}_{\text{ev}}^{\text{max}} \) are the minimum and maximum state of charge of PEVs, respectively.

(8) Travel demand constraints:
\[ \text{SOC}_{\text{ev},\text{plug-out}} \geq \text{ESOC} \] (20)
where \( \text{SOC}_{\text{ev},\text{plug-out}} \) is PEVs’ state of charge when they plug out of PEV charging stations.

3.4. The Real-Time Dispatch Model

The real-time dispatch aims at following charging/discharging power demand of each PEV station at the current time obtained from the day-ahead dispatch. Each individual PEV connected to charging stations is dispatched to achieve the day-ahead plan. The objective is to minimize the dispatching deviation between the day-ahead dispatched power demands and real-time realized power of each PEV charging station:
\[ \min \sum_{j=1}^{n} [(P_{\text{ch},j,t} - P_{\text{ch},j,t}')^2 + (P_{\text{dch},j,t} - P_{\text{dch},j,t}')^2] \] (21)
where:
\[ P_{\text{ch},j,t} = \sum_{m=1}^{m_{\text{ch},j,t}} p_{\text{ch},j,t} \] (22)
\[ P_{\text{dch},j,t} = \sum_{m=1}^{m_{\text{dch},j,t}} P_{\text{dch},j,t} \]

where \( P'_{\text{ch},j,t} \) and \( P'_{\text{dch},j,t} \) represent the day-ahead dispatched charging/discharging power demands of PEV stations at bus \( j \) at the current time \( t \). \( P_{\text{ch},j,t} \) and \( P_{\text{dch},j,t} \) represent the real-time realized charging/discharging power of PEV stations at bus \( j \) at the current time \( t \). \( m_{\text{ch},j,t} \) and \( m_{\text{dch},j,t} \) are charging and discharging power of individual PEVs at bus \( j \) at time \( t \). \( m_{\text{dch},j,t} \) are the number of PEVs charging/discharging at bus \( j \) at the current time \( t \).

Since all constraints of the distribution system have already been considered in the day-ahead dispatch, if the real-time dispatch strictly follows the results from the day-ahead dispatch, it is not necessary to consider these constraints again. Safety of power system operation could be guaranteed.

To meet the constraints of PEVs and satisfy the requirements of PEV owners, a priority-ordering method is proposed.

### 3.5. The Priority-Ordering Method

In the real-time dispatch, conditions of PEVs connected to charging stations are changing all the time. In addition to Type, \( T_{\text{plug-in}} \), \( t_{\text{ev}} \), \( T_{\text{plug-out}} \) and \( \text{ESOC} \), there is another specific parameter of PEVs: their updated required charging time \( t'_{\text{ev}} \), which represents their real-time updated conditions. In this context, its evolutive parameter is proposed to be a significant index in the real-time dispatch: the updated surplus time (UST) \( T_{\text{plug-out}} + 24 - t - t'_{\text{ev}} \), where \( t \) is the current time. UST represents the real-time idle degree of PEVs. A longer UST indicates that PEVs are idler, and the selection of their charging time is more flexible. Furthermore, even if they discharge to a certain degree, they will still have enough time to finish recharging before they plug out of PEV charging stations. Therefore, in this work, PEVs with a longer UST are set to have a lower charging priority but a higher discharging priority, and vice versa. In the real-time dispatch, PEVs’ charging/discharging behavior is assigned according to their UST. The main process of the real-time dispatch for a PEV charging station is as follows:

1. The total charging power demand \( P'_{\text{ch},j,t} \) or discharging power demand \( P'_{\text{dch},j,t} \) of the PEV charging station at the current time is obtained from the day-ahead dispatch;
2. scan PEVs connected to the certain charging station at the current time, and cluster them into PEVAs according to their UST;
3. if charging power \( P'_{\text{ch},j,t} \) is required to achieve the day-ahead plan, set PEVAs to charge at their rated charging power from the one with the lowest level of UST; then, gradually upgrade the UST level, until meeting the requirement of the total charging power \( P'_{\text{ch},j,t} \);
4. else, set PEVAs to discharge from the one with the highest level of UST; then, gradually degrade the UST level, until meeting the requirement of the total discharging power \( P'_{\text{dch},j,t} \).

By adopting the proposed priority-ordering method, it is not difficult to conclude that constraints of PEVs Equations (15)–(18) could all be met. Furthermore, as mentioned above, before the charging/discharging dispatch formulation and execution, PEVs which do not meet the dispatch constraints should be removed, which makes it possible that all PEVs to be dispatched in the real-time dispatch could meet the PEV capacity constraint Equation (19). As for constraint Equation (20), since the day-ahead is an executable one, there exists a corresponding real-time dispatch which could achieve the day-ahead plan while satisfying individual PEVs’ travel demands. The priority-ordering method enables the PEVs with the longest required charging time to charge first, which can satisfy PEV owners’ requirements as much as possible. Moreover, since interval optimization is adopted in day-ahead dispatch, it supplies a certain margin for the real-time dispatch. It is worth mentioning that there is some non-zero probability that a non-executable dispatch is obtained in the day-ahead period. If inaccurate predictions of load, wind power or PEVs are adopted in the day-ahead dispatch, \( i.e. \), if at least one prediction interval could not cover their actual values in real-time period, it may
result in non-optimal dispatch, or even contingencies. The premise of executable day-ahead dispatch is accurate predictions and appropriate choice of intervals. If the day-ahead dispatch turns out to be non-executable in real-time period, some additional auxiliary means should be utilized, such as the application of energy storage.

4. Approach for Solving the Proposed Models

The day-ahead dispatch model is an interval optimization problem. This kind of uncertain optimization problem is always transformed into a deterministic optimization for solving. This paper adopts the methods described in [28]. Firstly, the objective function is converted based on order relation. Weighted sum of the midpoint and radius is set as the equivalent objective function. Secondly, by adopting possibility degree, interval constraints are converted to equivalent deterministic constraints. As for the interval power flow algorithm, a back/forward sweep method for interval distribution network power flow [29] is adopted in this work. Finally, PSO algorithm is employed to solve the converted deterministic day-ahead dispatch model. The convergence criterion is the variation of two adjacent iterations less than $\varepsilon$ or the number of iterations reaches $n$. As to the real-time dispatch, it is essentially a sequencing problem. A bubble sort algorithm is employed to solve it. The flow for solving the multi-time dispatch models is shown in Figure 2.

**Figure 2.** The flow for solving the multi-time dispatch models.
5. Case Studies and Discussion

5.1. Case Description

A modified IEEE 33-bus testing distribution system is employed to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed multi-time PEV dispatch method. The reference voltage of the network is 12.66 kV, three-phase power reference is 10 MVA, and its topology and data can be found in [30]. This modified testing system contains four PEV charging stations and their relevant information is listed in Table 1. PEVs’ electric usage per 100 km for type A and B are respectively 12 kWh and 10 kWh, and their charging/discharging power is 3.6 kW and 3 kW, respectively. Wind power generations are added in bus 16 and 28, and their reference powers are respectively 900 kW and 1100 kW. The midpoint daily variations of traditional load and wind power generation are shown in Figure 3. Settings of other crucial parameters are shown in Table 2. \( \omega \) represents the day-ahead predicted ratio of radius to midpoint of wind power generation, and \( \omega' \) represents its uncertain range in reality. \( \gamma \) represents the day-ahead predicted fluctuation factor of PEV charging power, and \( \gamma' \) represents the real-time one. \( \alpha \) represents the ratio of the standard error to the expected value of traditional loads. PEVs’ ESOC could vary in reality, 90% is set in this work. Other travel information of PEVs in real-time period, namely plug-in time, plug-out time and daily travel mileage, is generated by Monto Carlo simulation from the assumed distributions in Equations (1)–(3).

Table 1. Relevant information of the plug-in electric vehicles (PEVs).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Names of PEVs</th>
<th>Node Location</th>
<th>Number of PEVs</th>
<th>Types of PEVs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Parameter settings.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>( \omega )</th>
<th>( \omega' )</th>
<th>( \gamma )</th>
<th>( \gamma' )</th>
<th>( \alpha )</th>
<th>( \alpha' )</th>
<th>( \eta_{eh} )</th>
<th>( \eta_{dch} )</th>
<th>( \text{SOC}_{ev}^{\text{min}} )</th>
<th>( \text{SOC}_{ev}^{\text{max}} )</th>
<th>ESOC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Value</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>95%</td>
<td>90%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3. Uncoordinated charging mode.
5.2. The Performance of the Multi-Period Dispatch

The significance of employing the coordinated PEV dispatch is to mitigate the negative impacts brought by PEVs’ disordered charging and make full use of wind power in the distribution system. Three different modes are compared to reflect the effectiveness of the proposed multi-period PEV dispatch, and their results are displayed in Figures 3–5 respectively.

![Figure 4. Coordinated charging mode.](image)

![Figure 5. Coordinated charging/discharging mode.](image)

In uncoordinated mode, PEVs are not participating in any dispatch, and they would charge immediately when they finish their trips and be plugged into PEV charging stations. Due to the lack of prevention available with traditional load peaks and reasonable utilization of wind power, uncoordinated PEV charging will aggravate the differences between the peaks and valleys of the total load in the distribution system, which will further result in higher operation costs. In coordinated charging mode, PEVs are dispatched in coordination, thus their disordered charging negative impacts are largely mitigated. However, PEVs’ discharging function is not applied in this mode. In the coordinated charging/discharging mode, PEVs’ degree of idling is taken into consideration. Idle PEVs are discharged within an appropriate level to make better use of wind power generation. It is
not difficult to conclude from Figures 3–5 that wind power is better utilized with PEVs’ coordinated dispatch and they have an even better performance with consideration of PEVs’ discharging function.

Besides power system operation, PEV owners’ requirements are also considered in the proposed multi-period dispatch. Based on accurate day-ahead predictions and appropriate choice of intervals, day-ahead prediction intervals would be able to cover the actual values in the real-time period most of the time, therefore the robustness of the dispatch model is almost guaranteed. Furthermore, due to the validity of the proposed priority-ordering method in the real-time dispatch, in this case study, up to 99.85% of PEVs reach their ESOC when they plug out of charging stations, which almost meets PEV owners’ prerequisite to participate in the coordinated PEV dispatch.

In the proposed multi-time PEV dispatch, the PEV-clustered model is adopted in both the day-ahead period and real-time period to reduce the dimensions of the dispatch model. Apparently, an elaborate clustering plan with a large cluster number will result in better optimization performance, and a coarse clustering plan will improve response speed. The contrasts of cluster number, optimization performance and response speed are presented in Table 3. Since an interval optimization algorithm is adopted in the day-ahead dispatch to deal with the uncertainty, it takes a relatively long computation time. A plot of how the day-ahead objective function value reduces as the iterations increase for case No. 2 is displayed in Figure 6, with a total computation time about 40 min. Fortunately, the computation burden is not the major concern of the day-ahead dispatch. On the contrary, as to the real-time dispatch, response time is an important index. It should only take a short time for the real-time dispatch to assign charging/discharging behavior for each individual PEV. In practical application, an appropriate cluster number should be able to obtain a satisfactory optimization within acceptable computation time.

Table 3. Performance of the multi-period dispatch.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Day-Ahead Cluster Number</th>
<th>Real-Time Cluster Number (UST)</th>
<th>Real-Time Dispatch Response Time (s)</th>
<th>Objective Value (MW)</th>
<th>Difference Between Load Peak and Valley (MW)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>5 x 5 x 3 x 2</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>0.4502</td>
<td>0.2286</td>
<td>0.3505</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>500</td>
<td>0.9978</td>
<td>0.2147</td>
<td>0.2808</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2500</td>
<td>2.7850</td>
<td>0.2135</td>
<td>0.2796</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>8 x 8 x 3 x 2</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>0.4516</td>
<td>0.2085</td>
<td>0.2701</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>500</td>
<td>0.9990</td>
<td>0.1903</td>
<td>0.2357</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2500</td>
<td>2.7924</td>
<td>0.1876</td>
<td>0.2300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>10 x 10 x 4 x 2</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>0.4507</td>
<td>0.1963</td>
<td>0.2486</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>500</td>
<td>0.9852</td>
<td>0.1890</td>
<td>0.2259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2500</td>
<td>2.7952</td>
<td>0.1871</td>
<td>0.2215</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 The day-ahead cluster number is obtained by multiplying the cluster number of $T_{\text{plug-in}}$, $T_{\text{plug-out}}$, $T_{\text{ev}}$ and $T_{\text{pe}}$, respectively.

Figure 6. The iterative curve of the day-ahead dispatch.
In order to show the performance of the multi-period dispatch and the coordination of PEVs and wind power, optimization results for several case scenarios are displayed in Table 4. In Scenarios 1–9, the integration levels of wind power and PEVs vary. It’s not easy to conclude from Table 4 how the objective value changes when the integration level of wind power or PEVs increase. A higher integration of PEVs might lead to more controllability, but it won’t work without a considerable amount of wind power. Overall, to obtain a relatively ideal optimization result, there needs to be an appropriate match between PEVs and available wind power.

Table 4. The effects of integration levels.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenarios</th>
<th>System Wind Power Level (%)</th>
<th>System PEV Level (%)</th>
<th>Objective Value (MW)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>0.1947</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.1953</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>0.2077</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>0.2031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.1876</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>0.1902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>0.2181</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.1926</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>0.1869</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Data in Figure 3 are chosen as the standard value.

5.3. Interval Optimization and the Uncertainty Level

PEVs’ demands can barely be accurately predicted in the day-ahead period. In the day-ahead dispatch, a proper uncertainty level should be included to represent this uncertainty. Optimizations under some different uncertainty levels are displayed in Table 5. Obviously, as PEV’s uncertainty levels increase, the objective value will be increased synchronously. Therefore, if the prediction accuracy in day-ahead period is improved, the performance of the proposed framework would be improved as well. However, what is worth paying attention to is that the uncertainty level adopted in the day-ahead dispatch must be consistent with the actual uncertainty. Otherwise, if a higher prediction accuracy is blindly adopted in the day-ahead dispatch, it will not only have nothing to do with improving the actual optimization performance, but may also lead to operation safety problems like exceeding the power flow.

Table 5. The effects of uncertainty levels.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>γ</th>
<th>γ'</th>
<th>Day-Ahead Objective Value (MW)</th>
<th>Real Objective Value (MW)</th>
<th>Security Calibration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.1535</td>
<td>0.1558</td>
<td>99.88%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.1535</td>
<td>0.1642</td>
<td>99.23%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.1892</td>
<td>0.1876</td>
<td>99.97%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.1892</td>
<td>0.2214</td>
<td>93.59%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.2201</td>
<td>0.2212</td>
<td>99.37%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.4. Sensitivity Analysis

In the interval optimization model, the objective function is converted based on order relation. Weighted sum of the midpoint and radius $\beta \times F_{\text{obj mid}} + (1 - \beta) \times F_{\text{obj rad}}$ is set as the equivalent objective function. A sensitivity analysis, which studies the sensitivity of the weighting factor $\beta$ with changes of the objective midpoint and radius value, is displayed in Figure 7. As is shown, the objective midpoint value reduces when the weighting factor $\beta$ increases, however the radius increases. An appropriate $\beta$ should be chosen in practical dispatch depending on the concern extent of a better mean value or better controllability. If system operators tend to favor a better mean value of objective
function, a relatively high $\beta$ should be chosen. On the other hand, a relatively low $\beta$ will result in better controllability.

6. Conclusions

Coordinated dispatched PEVs can be a controllable load to optimize power system operation. However in the current stage, due to the lack of consideration on the requirements of PEV owners, PEV dispatch remains in a theoretical research phase, and is not applied widely in actual dispatch. Given this background, a multi-period coordinated PEV dispatch framework is presented.

By reasonably combining the day-ahead dispatch with the real-time dispatch, the multi-period PEV dispatch could obtain a win-win result for both the power system and PEV owners based on reliable day-ahead predictions. For power system operation, PEVs are dispatched to make full use of wind power and minimize the fluctuations of total load in the distribution system with a 24-h dispatch horizon. For PEV owners, since individual PEVs’ charging/discharging behavior is assigned in the real-time period according to its actual conditions, their travel demands could be satisfied as much as possible. If there price signal incentives were used, most PEV owners would likely participate in the dispatch.

In real-time dispatch, PEVs’ charging/discharging behavior is decided by their UST. Since their UST has continuity to a certain extent, there would not appear PEVs continuously changing between charging and discharging states. However, since the number of charging/discharging state transformation times for PEVs is not restricted, this still has some negative impacts on battery life. In future studies, PEVs’ battery life would be taken into consideration in a further step. In addition, if data sources were available, rolling dispatch could also be added into the multi-period dispatch, providing time-scale integrity. With the adoption of more accurate updated predictions, the performance of the multi-period PEV dispatch would also improve.
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